“Welcome to AstroAstro-Logics”
“9-Course Comprehensive Astrology Study. —Ancient Moabite / Moorish Science

As you study and gain more functional knowledge about your
‘Astrological Chart’, you may discover that you were characteristically
“such-n-such” in a past life. It is important to know that you are still that in
this life. You should be aware of the characteristics and make-up of your
being, even now. It is the wiser among us who exercise their intelligence
to know of their strengths and their weaknesses. It may sometimes
appear that within the constructs of this “modern day” society (which is
mired down in false concepts and deviant constructs), that you can’t be
who you really are. The truth is, you can only be who you really are!
Finding out that divinely imprinted information is what will definitively
change your position in society.

“Man, Know thyself”.... “Be Yourself”
Man is Mind — he is mental energy and is a part of, a thought of, and
from, the ‘Universal Mind Bank’, which is often referred to as, “The Akashic Records”. When man moves he is in motion - energy-in-motion. So
if someone calls you emotional, that one is saying that you are a mass of
energy in movement. Without a knowledge of self, this movement—which
is supposed to be productive— can also be sporadic, destructive, or developmentally restrictive. This is why it has been traditionally affirmed within
institutions of higher learning and Philosophy, that one ought to “put a
circle around one’s passions and square up one’s conduct”. This
statement implies that one should be conscious of the inconstancies of the
carnal self, and lead the self by the principles of the higher virtues. Energy
in motion, without direction, can be potentially destructive; or at the very
least, non-productive. Knowing of your ‘Higher Self’ and ‘Lower Self’ is
that state of knowing the ‘aspects’ and the ‘nature’ of the conjoined energies in your personal ‘Chart’ or Horoscope.

Energy is that force, vigor, and power of expression. It is the exercise
of power, operation, and activity, etc. The forces that the energies takes
on are either of Air, of Fire, of Earth or of Water. The manner in which
the force is utilized is either “Cardinal” which is ‘initiating’; “Fixed” which
is ‘stabilizing’; or “Flexible” which is ‘mutating’; and likened to the 4 Seasons in this mundane existence.
Once you take on the garb of flesh, your rate of vibration is slowed
down, and thusly, your are forced (by the denser manifest) to operate with
the dimension of time. Time is registry or chronology of ‘cycles’. You are
here for a reason; for a lesson; for an experience kin to you and your Astro
make-up. Knowing what that is, will help us all to be more positive and
productive members of society. Thus, calculating “backwards through
the ages, masterminds can trace themselves”. You cannot know
where you are going unless you know where you have been, or have
come from. The use of Astro-Science is well and known to us; coming
down to us through our Ancestry. This Civilization– founding Science is
called “Moorish Science”; because as Moors, the Aboriginal and Indigenous Natural People of the Earth, we are the first navigators, and are endowed (in our cellular memory) with the science (sense) and knowledge of
navigation. This is true, whether that navigation gnosis be in the flesh or
in the spirit.

We designed a 9 part Astrology Course, which is intended not only to
enable you to construct your own Horoscope / Chart. It is designed to
show you how to plot your Chart, and to assist in making you proficient
with the ‘tools’ to use to ‘know yourself’. You will ultimately learn the
‘principles’ and ‘logic’ applied and used to gain a better understanding of
others. These ancient Moabite Science skills will undoubtedly help all of
us to cognate the effects of cause, and to be more reasonable, patient,
and tolerant of each other through greater temperance, understanding and
(Love). You will also find that Astro-logics are the true scientific basis used
by the wiser among us, in their constructive knowledge applied in family
planning.

If and when we utilize this ancient Cosmo-science, we may soon
find that we will not be so confounded when it comes to foreseeing, understanding, and in some cases, preparing for the coming generations; as
they will be marked with an underlying ‘under-current or psyche’ that may
not be the same as that of the previous or coming generations of futurity.
Possessing the capacity to calculate and know many potentialities, events
and things through the ‘Aspects’ of Horoscopes (time to look at), we would
be more grounded with ourselves, and more tolerant and supportive of the
coming generations. We would be able to recognize their marked missions, and be given insight into their destined roles, and nature of perfecting themselves and assisting in the uplifting of fallen humanity.

Peace and Love,

Sister Rahsmariah V. Bey

“Man Know Thyself”
Whoever does not know self,
does not know anything,
but whoever knows self,
already has acquired
knowledge
about the
depth
of the
universe.
Excerpt from
Secret Teachings of Jesus,
“Book of Thomas”
Astrology Classes are given every 2nd Wednesday of the Month. See Weekly Calendar Page.

